


Qtrans Language Solutions has completed thousands of translation 

projects in over 60 domains over a span of time since 2010, catering 

to clients all over the world. The majority of our clients are from the 

US, Europe, and areas of the Middle East. 

Spread across various fields including Medical, Legal, Technical, 

Business, and Financial texts, our portfolio, range of services, and 

testimonials speak for themselves.



Service 

Quality

The Unique Quality Standards of Qtrans
The Language Solutions Standards Square 

Availability Professional 

Translation

Ultimate Client 

Satisfaction



Why choose us

$

900+ Language Pairs
Support for 30+ 

languages and more

60+ Fields Supported

Support for 80 + 

languages and more

5000+ Native 

Translator
Professional teams of 

translators covering your 

translation needs with 

excellence

Speed Translation

Get your translation

done Quickly and 

Accurately

Competitive rates
Get our best offers 

on volume 

translations



We translate anything, from 

simple single documents 

required from one language 

to another

Translation
We Support Media translation 

using high-end tools to 

deliver High Definition movies 

or clips, subtitled to 90 

languages.

Subtitling
Our team rewrites, rewords, 

and performs a 

grammar/structure check as 

part of our proofreading 

services. We can also increase 

the readability of a document 

when required. 

Editing

Our transcriptionists handle media, 

medical and other specialized fields 

for clients all over the world. 

Transcriptional 

Services Choose your language pair 

and get your documents 

verified by professionals.

Proofreading

Our core services



Translation

Technical manuals

Medical documents

Legal documents

Books and publishing 

material
Business documents

Translating

Editing and creation

Formatting

Document Web



Proofreading & editing

Checks spellings

Re-edit contents

Performs a 

grammar/structure check as 

part of our proofreading 

services

We can also increase the 

readability of a document when 

required

Creating glossaries

Our team:



Subtitling

Qtrans subtitlers are experienced in 

subtitling movies, documentaries, TV 

series, talk shows, reality shows, legal 

video materials, educational content, 

corporate, business and YouTube 

videos. We can also take care of 

subtitling in any other special 

domains.

Languages:

We provide translation for most languages,

including western European languages (e.g.

French, Italian, Portuguese), Germanic

languages (German, Dutch), Scandinavian

languages (e.g. Danish, Norwegian, Finnish,

Swedish), Slavic languages (e.g. Russian,

Polish, Czech), Asian languages (e.g.

Japanese, Chinese Simplified and Traditional,

Korean), Middle Eastern languages (Arabic,

Hebrew, Hindi, Urdu, etc.)



Transcriptional services

Transcribe your interviews

Transcribe meetings

Closed captions for Youtube videos

Our transcriptionists handle media, medical and 

other specialized fields for clients all over the 

world.

Voice to text:

PhD and Masters research 

transcriptions

Educational and academic research 

transcriptions: 

Market research transcription 

transcribe focus groups and in-

depth interviews

Training materials and corporate 

videos

Corporate audio and video 

Transcriptions:

Specialized medical transcribers

Health care and administrative 

content transcriptions

Medical and health care 

Transcription services



Embassies A sample of Egyptian embassies 

we certify translations for:

USA

UK

Canada

France

Portugal

Poland

Spain

Norway

Belgium

Switzerland

South Africa

Australia

Thailand

Denmark

Czech Republic

Netherlands

Greece



What makes us the best?

$

1 2 3 4 5

Affordable High 

quality

Fast 

turn-around

Secure High 

volume



Our happy customers



4900 California Ave.

Tower B, 2nd Floor

Bakersfield, CA 93309

For Translation Requests: sales@qtrans.net

For Inquiries: info@qtrans.net

Quotations: quote@qtrans.net

Support: support@qtrans.net

Tel: +1 6615209312

Address

Contact Info

Telephone

Stay connected

www.qtrans.net

/Qtrans.net



Thank you 


